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The sociopathic norm sets the norm. In that manner the norm is
understood as a cult in the form of a cloud-atlas mosaic that is very
much a crime ring. Or what is acknowledged as being a new kind of
crime ring that is both deadlier and more organized than the typical
crime ring of crime lords, mafia men, gangsters, thugs and etc.

The norm is a crime ring of academic and humanitarian frauds -that are involve in both academic and financial fraud -- but is also very
hard to catch. Usually they can be caught when there is suspicious
behavior amongst either and/or both groups of academics and
humanitarians.

When spotted, members of the norm have very little or no criminal
history. Their backgrounds, as cult-figures, is seemingly clean of any
wrongdoing or fraud. They persist as detach from other crime rings and
are scattered as a group in various geographic regions, or locations, with
little or no obvious contact with each other. Oblivious even to
themselves the potentiality of their criminal acts.
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Silly and benign in nature, with false claims of both altruism and
benevolence, they are capable of horrid acts of hatred and malice. The
norm is nevertheless realized as a deadly or dormant crime ring base on
their degrees of freedom to each other and the intensity of the cloudatlas mosaic.

That is the closer the degrees of freedom, and the more intense the
cloud-atlas mosaic, the more the norm is tantamount as a deadlier
organized crime ring. Having spawned a rising world-wide pathological
mass movement, the norm thrives in volatile decision-making.

For that reason, only interested in fame and fortune, the flaw
and/or risky decision-making they make has led to rising pathological
behavior that becomes the norm (hence the sociopathic norm).
Pathological behavior of a mass-movement that is indicative of
criminality, or what is acknowledged as atypical criminal behavior -crime-like, and that is very hard to catch, consistent with an
unprecedented pattern of criminal activity in the Scientific Age.
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